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Freshly updated with new photos, new data, and newly included species, this pictorial identification

guide and basic husbandry manual covers more than 250 species, subspecies, and color morphs of

reptiles, amphibians, and invertebrates. The authors advise on what to look for when purchasing

these animals and discuss proper caging and feeding. Each profile includes the animal's original

natural habitat, its size from hatchling to adult, its lifespan, and its general behavior traits. The wide

array of animals covered includes snakes, lizards, skinks, geckos, turtles and tortoises, frogs, toads,

salamanders, tarantulas, scorpions, mantids, crabs--and even cockroaches. Hundreds of color

illustrations.
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I liked nearly everything about this book. The format of one species per page with a high quality

color photo made it wonderful to use. This info is for all the popular animals kept in captivity. The

content of information was great, with one exception. I wish the temperature ranges for species

were given, but the author directs the reader to other book titles with this and more detailed

information.

This book is just what I was looking for. It has a brief snapshot of several species of snakes, lizards,

amphibians, and invertebrates that are commonly kept in captivity as pets.Each profile includes a

picture, basic dietary and enclosure needs, size, and lifespan of the animal. Not a lot of in-depth

info, but a great go-to book for those who are considering a reptile pet.



This book while it does not cover all, the reptiles, amphibians and invertebrates what it does cover is

in clear and easy to understand detail. I have used this book many times and take it with me when

looking for an addition to my herps.

Is a great book learned alot more and sum from the internet i could not find in the book but all in all i

really liked the book, i would tell my friends about the book who are into reptiles, and the price was

very good.

If you really like to go to reptile shows to get your pets, this book is really great to carry with you. It

consists of numerous one page entries on individual species. It includes nearly all of the reptiles

(including snakes) and amphibians that you would encounter in the pet trade. Although I wish it had

more information on whether or not a certain animal was easy to handle or good for

beginners/experts, etc, it's a good "shotgun" herp book to have since it details lots of different

species not just a select few. So if you ever have wondered how long a long-tailed lizard gets when

you are at your local herp show, you can easily look it up in this book.
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